Cost Accounting Program
Payroll Program
Sugar Production Program
Warehousing Program
Fertilizer Calculator
Field-by-Field Expenses
SSS/PhilHealth Contributions
Variety Performance
SUGAR4
is all of these ...
and more!

INPUT

OUTPUT

Production Tracking
Employee Ledger
Daily Time Report
Weekly Production
Materials
Sales

Farm and Field Performance
Field Costing
Inventory
Payroll
SAF / 13th Month Pay
SSS Contributions
. . . you name it!

SUGAR4 is a computer program designed to
help you run your sugar plantation. It is well
suited for tracking labor and materials,
monitor production, and report on sales. The
database is designed so that the user can
review the records on a per field, per farm or a
per crop year basis.
S U GA R4 i n c lu d es a c o mpr e h e n s i ve
warehousing module. This module tracks
material from order to issuance.
SUGAR4 can keep track of quedan sales and

The Sugar Farming Software
STAND-ALONE OR NETWORKED!
present pricing trend to guide you when selling your
sugar or molasses. Graph shows price tendency
moving up or down.
SUGAR4 can also keep record of your equipment
maintenance. This module is linked with the
warehousing and farming modules. This means that
you can charge equipment repair and maintenance
to specific fields and exercise control over inventory
as well.
SUGAR4 has a facility for soil maintenance. Enter
your soil laboratory results and the software will
provide you with a Fertilizer Calculator. This module
will also graph soil sample results to show rise or
decline of soil properties.
SUGAR4 reports can easily be imported into any
Microsoft Office application. The report can be sent
as email via private network or the internet for
remote reporting. Selected reports may also be
downloaded to your PDA enabling you to review
reports while on the move!
Aside from the hassle of initial database preparation,
like keying in names, field numbers and inventory
items, SUGAR4 is easy on your personnel’s precious
time. You enter only the rawest data once and
SUGAR4 handles the rest.
This software is compatible with Microsoft Windows 98xx, ME, 2000 and XP
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Some features of SUGAR4
PAYROLL
The timekeeper or clerk keys in the daily
time report. A day or two before the
payroll distribution, instruct SUGAR4
with a press of a button to compute SSS
and PhilHealth contributions. Print or
display on screen the payroll for review.
SSS & PhilHealth CONTRIBUTIONS
At the end of every quarter, or at
anytime you may need to, click on the
required buttons and print out SSS or
PhilHealth contributions withheld from
employees. SUGAR4 can also produce
SSS contribution on diskette for
submission to SSS.
EMPLOYEE RECORDS
This module is more than a 201 file... it
tracks employee accounts and earnings
as well as record employee movement.
EQUIPMENT RECORDS
Equipment records are essential to
understanding whether a piece of
equipment is making or losing money for
you; Sugar4 includes a facility to keep
records of your equipment maintenance
and operation.
These equipment expenses may be
charged to either the equipment itself or
the field that was worked on..

WAREHOUSE INVENTORY
How much fertilizer and what kind is left in the
warehouse? SUGAR4 can tell you this.
FERTILIZER CALCULATOR
Enter the soil analysis results from the
laboratory and use the fertilizer calculator to
evaluate the most profitable combination of
fertilizer for your soil.
This is based on the optimum level of fertility being
recommended as 200-200-600 kg/ha of N, P 2O5, and K2O ,
respectively.

CUTTING SCHEDULE
To prepate for milling or making decisions to
speed up or slown down, SUGAR4 can give you
relevant reports to help you decide.
BUDGET PREPARATION
SUGAR4 can generate the following reports to
help you with budget preparation:
Cost/Ha for New Plants
Cost/Ha for Ratoon1
Cost/Ha for Ratoon2 (if practiced)
Cost/Ton
Cost/LKg
SUGAR4 can print out or show on screen
expenses in the previous crop year/s.

SUGAR4 is so rich in features that we can’t fit
them into this page.

The technology involved . . .
SUGAR4 is written in Visual Basic for Applications inside Microsoft’s ACCESS 2000.
The construction of the database is an evolution from the experience we have had
since the creation of the first sugar farming software in 1994, SUGAR2.
The database is relational.
Minimum Hardware Requirement
minimum hard disk space of 500 MB
128 MB RAM (more preferred)
VGA monitor, Mouse

N

Operating System
Windows 98x, ME, NT, 2000 or XP

Where we can be reached . . .
HOME RESOURCES DTP AND SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY
105 Street, Greenplains Subdivision
Singcang, Bacolod City, Negros Occidental 6100
Telephone Numbers: 034 4342738, 034 4320120
website: www.homresconsulting.com
email: sugar4@homresconsulting.com

